
Swirl diffusers present a particular challenge for volumetric 

flow measurement. Fan manufacturer Helios wanted to find 

out which measurement solutions could best tackle this, so 

they tested the following:

•  An active volumetric flow measuring device with auto

matic pressure compensation 

•  The passive system developed by Helios with the testo 

512 differential pressure meter and optimized Testo meas

uring funnel with pressure measurement nozzle

•  The passive solution from Testo consisting of the testo 

417 vane anemometer, measuring funnel and the testo

vent 417 volume flow straightener

Helios Ventilatoren

Helios is one of Europe’s leading fan manufacturers. With 

around 350 employees at its headquarters in Villingen

Schwenningen, Helios produces and markets ventilation 

systems for a wide range of uses in domestic, industrial and 

commercial applications. Helios’s field of application covers 

a wide range of areas: from compact smallroom fans for 

bathrooms and kitchens, ventilation systems with or without 

heat recovery, ventilation plants in larger buildings such as 

auditoriums, restaurants or museums, special industrial pro

jects right through to safetyrelevant solutions for technical 

building services.
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Measuring volumetric flow using the 
testovent 417 volume flow straightener 
compared to using an active 
measurement system. 
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The challenge.

Helios manufactures special ceiling, wall and floor outlets 

(see illustrations below) for the controlled ventilation of liv

ing spaces. With a pipe connection only on one side, the 

connection components are designed in such a way that the 

air flows into the room with a swirling motion – despite the 

fact that no special swirl diffuser is used. Since the outlet 

ports are usually covered by disc valves or grilles, however, 

the ventilation and air conditioning technician does not re

alise that the air is supplied to the room with a twisting mo

tion. This leads to significant inaccuracies when measuring 

volumetric flow with a vane anemometer, because the swirl 

influences the rotary motion of the vane of the measuring 

instrument used in various ways, as shown in the diagrams 

1 and 2. In both cases, the swirl leads to a measurement 

error: the volumetric flow displayed is either too high (1) or 

too low (2).

Rotation direction of the swirl is opposite to that of the vane –  

the measured air flow velocity is too low.

Rotation direction of the swirl is identical to that of the vane –  

the measured air flow velocity is too high.

Round pipe ceiling outlet from Helios (image: Helios Ventilatoren). Multifloor outlet with oval pipe, manufactured by Helios  

(image: Helios Ventilatoren).

The ventilation system is then either incorrectly adjusted 

down (1) or up (2). Consequently, this means too little fresh 

air in the room (1) or too high a rate of air exchange and 

therefore an unnecessary increase in the energy consump

tion of the ventilation system (2) and a deterioration in the 

building’s energy balance.

This problem is also covered in the application and product 

seminars which are conducted regularly by Helios. As well 

as introducing ventilation technology in housing construc

tion and implementing applicable standards using the prod

ucts from Helios, the seminars also deal with how to set the 

air volume correctly in the air distribution system and how 

to measure the air volume correctly. In the seminars, He

lios currently uses two solutions for this. One is a pressure 

difference measurement method developed inhouse using 

the testo 512 and modified Testo funnel set, and the other is 

an active volumetric flow measuring device with automatic 

pressure compensation, which, unlike passive solutions, 

compensates for the pressure that develops during the 

measurement.



The solution.

In January 2014 specialists from Helios and Testo, in search 

of another accurate measurement solution for KWL ventila

tion systems, compared the solution recently developed by 

Testo with an active volumetric flow measuring device with 

automatic pressure compensation. The measuring set from 

Testo consists of the testo 417 vane anemometer in com

bination with a funnel and the testovent 417 volume flow 

swirl straightener specifically developed for measurements 

at swirl outlets. This is installed between measuring funnel 

and vane probe. Inside is a specially designed honeycomb 

structure, which ensures that the swirl is broken up and 

changes into a nearuniform flow. As a result, up to 50% 

more accurate volume flow measurements can be carried 

out at swirl outlets.

The comparative measurements between the active system 

and the solution from Testo were carried out with a defined 

volumetric flow, both on a practical installation construction 

at Helios’s LüftungsCompetenceCenter (LCC) and also at 

the company’s inhouse laboratory. Both measurements 

showed that the testo 417, in combination with the testo

vent 417 volume flow straightener and funnel, achieved the 

same measurement results as the active measurement sys

tem with automatic pressure compensation already in use.
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The advantages.

The patentpending testovent 417 volume flow straightener 

calms the turbulent air flow of the swirl outlet and changes 

it into a nearuniform flow. The influence of the swirl on the 

direction of rotation of the vane is reduced and the volu

metric flow can be measured quickly, easily and reliably. 

This means that the testovent 417 volume flow straightener 

can save costs and energy due to ventilation systems being 

configured more efficiently and can also ensure thermal 

comfort with a home ventilation system that is optimally 

configured.

Thanks to the positive results of the comparative measure

ments, Helios Ventilatoren can now introduce seminar par

ticipants to another measurement solution which provides 

results that are just as accurate as those obtained using 

the active volumetric flow measuring device with automatic 

pressure compensation or the pressure difference measure

ment method developed by Helios using the testo 512 and 

modified Testo measuring funnel.
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More information.

For more information and answers to all your questions 

concerning volumetric flow measurement at swirl outlets at 

www.testo.com.

Innovation with the Plus X factor.

The testovent 417 volume flow straightener is a winner 

three times over, scooping the 2014 Plus X Award in 

the categories of Innovation, High Quality and Func

tionality. Requirements for this  

seal of quality: the product must be 

of high quality, must be functional 

and modern in design and offer 

useful added value for the future.

testo 417 vane anemometer, volume flow straightener testovent 417, 

funnel set.


